Eschewing Wisdom
by Earl P. Holt III

To a great extent, we are governed by the dumbest, most incompetent
and most delusional people found outside of a mental institution.
"Democrat" office-holders at every level have proved beyond any doubt
that they are ignorant, stupid, dishonest and traitorous, or some
combination of all four. It's like living in an "alternative" universe, where
our so-called "leaders" are clueless and hapless and it's only the
governed who recognize the mess our "leaders" have made of things.
This inversion has occurred because the "Democrat" Party -- more
accurately called the New Communist Party of the USA (NCPUSA) -- has
brazenly rejected the accumulated wisdom of 6,000 years of
civilization. Instead, they have approached public policy by substituting
their ludicrous, Marxist ideology that has failed everywhere it's been
imposed for the last 100 years. They reside in an echo-chamber where
facts, evidence, logic and reason play no role, and their only policy
guide is the Marxism they parrot to each other. What follows are just a
few, select examples of this insanity.

City & County Governments
The City of San Francisco paid the city's hotels to house its homeless
loons and drug-addicts during the COVID pandemic, and then indulged
these "guests" with alcohol, cigarettes, marijuana and even heroin "for
those who wish to keep using." Other BLUE California cities like Fresno
and Richmond have adopted equally mindless policies like paying
criminals not to commit crimes, an arrangement that Washington, New
York City and San Francisco are foolishly considering. Meanwhile, BLUE
cities have the strictest gun control laws in the nation, which leave their

law-abiding residents at the mercy of the many dangerous criminals their
city and county officials chronically release from jail.
Some public school systems in BLUE areas secretly engage in "gender
counseling" of little kids, much too young, naive and vulnerable to be
subjected to such a thing. Other school systems have enacted insane and
dangerous policies such as those allowing transgendered males to use
the Girl's Restrooms in their schools, which led to the rape of a 15 yearold white girl by a n*gger in Loudon County, Virginia. Further west, the
administration in the Moline, Illinois Public Schools permits a "SATAN
CLUB" to meet in its Elementary Schools, and many students in
California's public schools pray to the Aztec gods of human sacrifice.
Students in BLUE areas are further indoctrinated with a radical
curriculum consisting of Critical Race Theory, Common Core, White Skin
Privilege, "ethno-math" with no wrong answers, and the No Child Left
Behind curriculum that is intentionally dumbed-down so even blacks can
understand it. Meanwhile, Black History Month is celebrated from early
January until late December.
While many public schools in BLUE areas were brainwashing young kids
with transgenderism and homosexuality -- ensuring a future of
psychiatric counseling -- their city and county justice systems were
working overtime to adopt radical "reforms" that might prevent such
children from ever reaching adulthood in the first place. Many officials in
BLUE cities have de-funded their municipal police departments after
previously disarming their law-abiding citizens with strict gun-control
laws. Meanwhile, they impose light sentences and grant early parole to
dangerous felons -- even murderers -- or require minimal cash bail for
felons or else waive bail altogether. This occurs to varying degrees in
more than a dozen BLUE cities, including St. Louis, Portland, Seattle,
Minneapolis, Washington, New York, Chicago, Atlanta, Los Angeles,
Baltimore and Philadelphia. The n*gger DA in Manhattan even intends
to de-criminalize armed robbery where no injuries result.

During the 2020 George Floyd riots, many BLUE cities ordered police to
"stand down" as Black Liars Murder and Antifa rioters and arsonists
burned businesses and police stations to the ground and attacked police
and civilians. Few if any rioters were ever brought to justice or even
charged. That's because those riots were a pre-planned, massive criminal
conspiracy involving the mayors of those cities, which is why those riots
took place only in BLUE areas. One immediate consequence has been
that their municipal police departments have experienced dramatic
numbers of resignations and retirements, triggering violent crime rates
like murder and armed robbery to soar to record levels in nearly all of
them.
Leftist DAs, mayors and city council members believe that de-funding the
police and implementing lenient and "woke" criminal justice reforms,
even those benefitting dangerous criminals, will somehow mitigate their
exploding levels of violent crime. They seem incapable of recognizing
that de-funding the police, lenient sentencing, low bail, and "decriminalization" of violent offenses have only ENCOURAGED crime.

Federal Government
Our current president is so dumb and senile that he was forced to select
an empty-headed, lazy, mean and witless niggress as his Vice President,
because she was the only prominent "Democrat" who was sufficiently
dull-witted and shallow enough not to outshine him.
Fearing that it may be in danger of losing the "homeless" vote, in
February the Biden Administration budgeted $30 Million to spend on
"crack" cocaine pipes for distribution among homeless and psychotic
drug addicts in what it termed "safe smoking kits." Biden and his party
have also spent like n*ggers with a stolen credit card, generating the
highest levels of inflation in 40 years. The professional liars in Biden's
Administration reassured us last summer that inflation was "temporary"

or "transitory," but wholesale prices registered a yearly increase of 10%
by January, with no end in sight. Biden and his economic advisors now
solemnly reassure us that remedying inflation requires additional trilliondollar expenditures and additional massive budget deficits in the form of
his Build Back Bolshevik Bill.
Meanwhile, our supposed "Commander-in-Chief" -- who never wore the
uniform -- ignored his Secretary of Defense and Joint Chiefs of Staff and
orchestrated a full-fledged U.S. military retreat from Afghanistan. This
left hundreds of American citizens and $85 Billion worth of state-of-theart military equipment to Taliban and Al Qaida terrorists. Unlike his
military advisers, Biden apparently had never heard of such a thing as an
orderly or strategic withdrawal, so he arrogantly denied his personal
culpability and blamed his advisors. The retreat from Afghanistan may
have been America's most glaring military debacle.
Beyond any doubt the "Democrat" Party has proved it cannot be trusted
with the reigns of government under any circumstances. The Biden
Administration rejected former President Trump's highly successful
"Remain in Mexico" immigration policy for illegals, and substituted the
failed "Catch and Release" policy from the Obama regime. The result has
been two million or more illegal aliens crossing our southern border in
2021, Biden's first year as president. Those Illegals who manage to
successfully enter are neither vaccinated nor vetted, but ARE jetted
around the United States in the middle of the night using privatelycontracted airlines so they can't be located later after they fail to appear
in court for their immigration hearing.
The organized crime figure in the White House has begun to use the
Justice Department and FBI as his personal investigatory agencies, much
like Stalin used the NKVD to kill or destroy rivals like Leon Trotsky. The
FBI has been dispatched to harass and investigate parents who publicly
criticize their school board's policies promoting Critical Race Theory or

"transgender" counseling. The FBI has been used multiple times to
harass the political enemies of Joe Biden and his NCPUSA -- like Rudy
Giuliani -- who was forced to stand idly by and watch the FBI seize all his
electronic devices early one morning. This was done so the Biden Family
Crime Syndicate could discover exactly what evidence Giuliani had on
their treason and organized crime activities.
America managed to reach energy independence for the first time in
more than half a century under Donald Trump: Yet, the Biden
Administration returned America to the status of energy dependence by
arbitrarily and capriciously cancelling the Keystone XL Pipeline from
Canada, and establishing a moratorium on "fracking" and oil exploration
on federal lands. As a result, we are once again dependent upon Third
World nations as the sources for our imported energy. His devious and
intentional scheme to wean us away from fossil fuels has been a
catastrophe, and driven the price of gasoline and other petroleum
products to record levels.
Failure at the federal level isn't Biden's fault, alone. Thanks to Dr.
Anthony Fauci of the National Institute for Allergies and Infectious
Diseases (NIAID,) the Biden Administration has adopted unpopular mask
and vaccination mandates to combat the ChinaVirus, and eschewed
proven and effective pre-existing treatments like HCQ and Ivermectin.
The NIAID and CDC rejected HCQ and Ivermectin for treating the
ChinaVirus, although both are nearly free, are readily available in large
quantities, and have an exemplary record for both effectiveness and
safety. The vaccines and treatments recommended by the NIH have
enriched Big Pharma, but they are of dubious effectiveness and are
extremely expensive. Nearly every piece of advice offered by Fauci to
Trump or Biden has been terrible. A coin-flip would have generated far
better advice.

State Level
During the ChinaVirus pandemic, a number of clueless and incompetent
governors of BLUE states -- or their parole boards -- granted early release
from prison to dangerous and murderous savages, despite the
demonstrable risk to public safety. Many of these early parolees and
probationers demonstrated their gratitude and the extent of their
"rehabilitation" by murdering innocent citizens. BLUE officials revealed a
greater concern for dangerous criminals than for the safety of the public
at large. Even one example is too many, but a black savage named
Cornelius Haney murdered a 21 year-old white woman named Heather
Perry after being paroled in 2020 during the ChinaVirus pandemic by
Colorado's homosexual and "Democrat" governor, Jared Polis. Polis had
ordered the Colorado State Board of Parole to expedite probation and
parole of inmates in order to protect them against the COVID-19
outbreak.
Many of these same BLUE governors imposed lock-downs on churches
and small businesses during the pandemic, but did not impose them on
liquor stores, marijuana shops and abortion clinics. They also exempted
the "big box" stores that heavily contribute to their campaigns for reelection. Moreover, they finally ended their mask mandates after two
years, only because polling indicated they are headed for an electoral
bloodbath that is looming in November's Mid-Term elections. (The
"science" didn't change, the POLLING DID!)
Over the last couple of decades, California has experienced numerous
wildfires that were difficult to contain and have burned thousands of
homes and hundreds of millions of trees. These disasters are a direct
result of irresponsible "environmentalist" legislation by California state
officials. Prior to 1990, county fire departments all across California
routinely cut what are called “FIRE-BREAKS” every few miles through
heavily forested areas. These were a safeguard to manage and contain

forest fires and help prevent their spread beyond each break. However,
in 1992 “environmentalists” declared the Kangaroo Rat an "endangered
species" and convinced legislators that firebreaks interfered with their
habitat. Subsequent regulatory and legislative initiatives barred county
fire authorities from cutting any more fire-breaks.
Then in 2016, California foolishly enacted more laws (California Forest
Practice Regulations, Title 14, California Code of Regulations,) that
prevented anyone from removing dead trees from forested areas on
their property. By ending fire-breaks and enacting this law, they created
a statewide tinderbox. The disastrous fires that have routinely plagued
California in recent decades are the handiwork of environmentalists and
their wacko enablers in Sacramento. The latter have protected neither
man, nor beast, nor woodlands, and they have helped destroy over 130
million trees.
The chronic log-jam of container ships in Long Beach and L.A. Ports is a
direct consequence of the further corruption and witlessness of
California's State Legislature. As a gift to equally corrupt labor unions, on
January 1st of 2020, public carriers -- including family-owned trucking
companies -- were prohibited under Assembly Bill 5 from using
independent contractors to drive their vehicles. This law required small,
non-union companies to hire only full-time employees as drivers, rather
than hire independent contractors. AB 5 also required an 11% fleet
conversion to electric vehicles. Within one year, it precipitated a
shortage of an estimated 100,000 truck drivers in California, because
many have gone out of business or moved elsewhere rather than be
subjected to destructive and oppressive state regulations.
California's gift to the labor unions has created a profound supply
disruption all across the nation. Cargo containers are NOT sitting idle and
clogging those ports because their owners are cavalier about emptying
their cargos, they are sitting idle because there are no longer enough

eligible drivers and rigs to haul away their merchandise, thanks to AB 5.
The port authorities merely passed on the blame for this debacle, rather
than acknowledge its origins among the idiots in California State
Government. That's the way its done in BLUE states like California. That's
also why many of those cargo vessels are leaving L.A. and Long Beach for
ports in Florida and other destinations.
Finally, Washington State is actually considering enactment of House Bill
1692 that would reduce the penalties for drive-by shootings! It's just
another example of insane communists lessening the sanctions for
violent black criminals in order to promote what it considers "racial
equity in the criminal legal system." Sentencing for those convicted of
drive-by shootings would be subject to first degree murder charges -with lesser sentences -- rather than aggravated first degree murder
charges that carry mandatory life sentences.
In summary, some BLUE cities pay criminals not to commit crimes, others
warehouse lunatics and drug-addicts in luxury hotels, and all of them
universally disarm their law-abiding citizens with strict gun-control laws.
Most have de-funded their police, ordered police to "stand-down"
during dangerous and destructive riots, and give immunity to black and
communist rioters. Meanwhile, most engage in light sentencing, grant
early parole to felons and murderers, and allow pre-trial release with
minimal bail or waive bail altogether. Later, they express bewilderment
at the skyrocketing violent crime rates that define every BLUE city.
In BLUE public schools, administrators permit transgendered bathrooms,
Satan Clubs and worshipping the Aztec gods of human sacrifice, while
dumbing down the curriculum and indoctrinating students with Marxism
and racism using Critical Race Theory. Many also confuse very young kids
with "gender counseling," which they have no earthly business doing.
Parents who protest at schoolboard meetings are sometimes arrested
and indicted for voicing their concerns.

Officials in BLUE states are also guilty of releasing dangerous felons on
early parole, enact crazy environmental regulations that devastate the
environment, arbitrarily lock-down their political enemies while
rewarding their supporters, and also enact truly insane "reforms" in their
criminal justice systems that ENCOURAGE violent crime. Some states
have "de-criminalized" theft, thus driving away retail businesses. They
also meddle with successful industries and bring chaos and shortages as
a result.
The BLUE NCPUSA controls most of the federal government, where it has
snatched energy dependence from energy self-sufficiency, generated
10% inflation in one year, engaged in a catastrophic and embarrassing
retreat from Afghanistan, welcomed 2,000,000 illegal aliens across our
southern border in 2021, imposed unpopular and unnecessary mask and
vaccine mandates on an unhappy nation, and used its law enforcement
agencies to harass and investigate its political enemies.
This kind of insanity and gross malfeasance only occurs in BLUE areas.
You don't see RED states or RED cities engaged in the kinds of "woke"
insanity that are common in BLUE areas. You sure as hell never saw this
kind of insanity in Washington when Donald Trump was president.

